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DEAR COLLEAGUES,
Gene therapies are perhaps the most complex therapeutics ever devised. Precisely engineered to replace
defective genes or reprogram and redirect immune cells against cancer, they are delivering remarkable
outcomes for patients. Children facing vision loss that can result in complete blindness can have their
trajectory reversed. Cancer patients who have run out of options can have their futures restored. While
the possibilities oﬀered by gene therapy seem unlimited, a great deal of work remains if we are to
tackle more diseases and expand the numbers of patients that can be treated and cured using these
extraordinary medicines.
In the race to get these life-changing therapies to patients, the gene therapy manufacturing process
represents a signiﬁcant challenge. Time is of the essence and our ability to overcome this hurdle
will depend on the convergence of expertise and disciplines to create platform approaches for
manufacturing, ensure scalability and safety and create a well-deﬁned regulatory pathway.
To advance this objective, we recently convened a panel of experts representing biotech, technology and
service providers, the Alliance for Regenerative Medicine and the FDA to share their perspectives on the
factors that will be essential for long-term success of the gene therapy industry. Their presentations,
summarized in the following pages, cover a range of topics including:
• Vector production

• Scaling manufacturing processes for commercialization

• Analytical development

• Evolution of FDA guidelines

Undoubtedly, the future is bright for gene therapy, with unprecedented opportunities. Our contribution to
this vital mission is an expanding suite of boundary-breaking, standard-setting products and services that
enable our customers to develop, test and manufacture transformative gene therapies.
It will take all of us to make this future a reality and is something to which we remain deeply committed.
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Opening Remarks
Janet Lambert, CEO at Alliance for Regenerative Medicine
OVERVIEW

shaping ARM’s public policy agenda, engaging

Janet Lambert introduced herself and the Alliance

with patient advocacy groups and research

for Regenerative Medicine (ARM), the leading

institutions and gaining exposure to the

international advocacy organization representing

investment community.

the regenerative medicine and advanced
therapeutics sector. She summarized ARM’s

Lambert provided an overview of how the global

priorities; for clear, predictable, and harmonized

sector has changed since the onset of Covid-19.

regulatory pathways, to enable market access and

At the end of 2019, ARM was tracking 987

value-based reimbursement policies, to address

regenerative medicines companies worldwide. With

industrialization and manufacturing hurdles, and

a “fast growing sector” in Asia of 180 companies,

to compile sector data, educate the media and

North America was still the hotspot of cell, gene,

other stakeholders.

and tissue-based therapies, with 534 companies,
and 237 companies based in Europe.

ARM has more than 360 members across 25
countries, including gene and cell therapy

Lambert said that ARM was “thrilled” by the

companies, tissue engineering companies and

impact that products on the market were having

non-proﬁt and academic institutions. Members

by the end of 2019. Products such as bluebird

have the beneﬁt of networking with each other,

bio’s Zynteglo, AveXis’ Zolgensma, and Spark
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Patient Impact of Recently Approved Products
Therapy Name

Zynteglo

Product Developer

bluebird bio

Zolgensma

AveXis, a Novartis company

LUXTURNA

Spark Therapeutics

Yescarta
Tecartus

Kymriah

Response

•

75% of patients with TDT without β0/β0 genotype

•

93% of SMA Type 1 patients treated were alive without

treated achieved transfusion independence

permanent ventilation at 24 months post-treatment

•

93% of patients treated showed an improvement of at
least 1 light level from baseline

Kite Pharma, a Gilead
company

•

58% of patients with R/R B-Cell NHL treated experienced

Kite Pharma, a Gilead
company

•

62% of patients with R/R B-Cell mantle cell lymphoma

•

40% of patients with R/R DLBCL treated experienced a

Novartis

•
•

•

a complete response

treated experienced a complete response

complete response

82% of patients with R/R B-Cell ALL treated experienced

complete remission or complete remission with incomplete
hematologic recovery

60,000+ patients to be enrolled in RM clinical trials
500,000+ patients treated with cell and gene therapies by 2030 in the US alone*
*MIT NEWDIGS estimate 8

Therapeutics’ Luxturna. “Across the board we

TAKEAWAYS

saw tremendous response rates,” she said, “even

This year is already on track to surpass 2018,

in indications where patients had gone through

which raised $13.5bn in ﬁnancing, as the

multiple lines of therapy, were really sick, and still

highest year on record for gene and cell therapy

we found that this new category of products was

ﬁnancing. Six months into 2020, and the sector is

having a profound beneﬁt, not just on a small

already past the full year 2019 level of ﬁnancing,

segment of patients, but on a substantial number

which stood at $9.8bn. Lambert called this

of the patients treated. And this is what has the

“astonishing” given the impact that Covid-19 is

ﬁeld so excited.”

having on the sector.

Last year was a signiﬁcant growth year for the

Despite Covid-19, it has been a strong year ﬁrst half

regenerative medicine sector. During 2019 there

for biotech fundraising. Five cell and gene therapy

were 17 regenerative medicine products approved

companies have gone public, including three in the

through expedited approval pathways such as

second quarter. So far, 33 ﬁnancings have totaled

RMAT, PRIME, and/or SAKIGATE designations. There

more than $100m, with 80% of those taking place

were more than 1000 products in clinical trials, and

after states in the US started issuing stay-at-home

$9.8bn was raised in global ﬁnancings.

orders. Lambert explained that this was “fueled by
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a desire and enthusiasm for the global biopharma

vaccine development programs could lead to

sector’s ability to address Covid”.

increased demand for scaled-up manufacturing
capabilities. While this is yet to happen, she said, it

Lambert said that a reason behind the kinds and

is certainly a possibility.

magnitude of ﬁnancing in the sector is that “more
and more investors are starting to understand that

R&D Developments

major investments in manufacturing early in the

Within the last six months, gene editing has

development phase are important in this sector.” New

moved into the clinic. Companies such as CRISPR

and existing contract manufacturing organizations

Therapeutics and Vertex, Allogene Therapeutics

(CMOs) as well as contract development and

and Gracell Biotechnology announced initial data

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) are ramping

from patient trials, while Editas and Allergan, and

up production capabilities, and pre-market companies

Locus initiated their ﬁrst clinical trials.

have also been establishing manufacturing capabilities
early in the development pipeline.

At the other end of the sector, there are innovative
therapies progressing toward the market. The most

Lambert explained that ARM was watching to

anticipated of these is BioMarin’s ValRox to treat

see if the use of viral vectors in certain Covid-19

severe hemophilia A with the PDUFA date coming
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later this summer. Lambert highlighted that it was

Last year, 657 trials were adressing oncology,

an exciting time for the industry as a whole, as the

but there were still signiﬁcant trials in areas such

therapies that near the market cover a number of

as musculoskeletal, central nervous system and

diﬀerent indications, multiple geographies and span

cardiovascular disease. Lambert said that ARM is

multiple technologies; cell and gene therapy, tissue

starting to see more work being done over larger

engineering and cell-based immuno-oncology.

indications such as Parkinson’s disease and diabetes.

There are 1,066 ongoing regenerative medicine trials,

Policy Progress

the bulk of which, 591, are in Phase II. Phase III trials

The relationships ARM has with regulators in

make up around 10% of all studies with an even split

Europe and the US are very strong, said Lambert.

between gene therapy, cell-based IO, cell therapy

And the organization has been in touch with them

and tissue engineering. However, in Phase I and II

to see how coping with Covid-19 has eﬀected their

cell-based immuno-oncology trials are beginning

work with cell and gene therapies. “Our regulators

to dominate. In Phase I, cell-based IO trials stand at

are being realistic in that the Covid pandemic is

222, double the 111 gene therapy trials in that early

creating an additional workload for both the EMA

phase. In Phase II, there are 215 cell-based IO trials,

and the FDA,” she said. “But the regulators are also

compared to 209 gene therapy studies.

acknowledging and recognizing that time is not
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on the side of many patients in this ﬁeld and they

“as everyone focused on how to contend with

doing the best they can to carry on with a timely

the pandemic and the policy challenges that

review of submissions in this ﬁeld.”

presented, but in fact that has not been the case.
The ﬁrst six months has been a very positive policy

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and

environment for the gene therapy sector.”

European Medicines Agency (EMA) continue to
promote accelerated pathways. The FDA has

In the US, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

granted seven Regenerative Medicine Advanced

Services (CMS) released a proposal that would

Therapy (RMAT) designations, while the EMA

allow state Medicaid programs to enter value-

has granted two PRIME designations in the ﬁrst

based payment contracts for gene and cell

half of 2020, which is on par with recent years.

therapies. CMS’ full year 2021 IPPS draft rule

In total, there have been 53 product candidates

includes a proposed new Diagnosis Relayed Group

granted RMAT designation, and 27 products

(DRG) for Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) T-cell

granted PRIME designation.

therapies, ensuring appropriate reimbursement
for providers. And in Europe, the European

“When the pandemic hit we thought all policy

Commission proposed relaxing genetically modiﬁed

progress might grind to a halt,” said Lambert,

organism (GMO) requirements for vaccines and
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therapies targeting Covid-19. While this does not

Medicaid budgets, but we continue to believe we

apply to many gene therapies, ARM is hoping it is

will make progress there,” said Lambert. ARM is

an important potential ﬁrst step in creating dialog

encouraged to build strong relationships with the

towards streamlining clinical study requirements

incoming EMA head, Emer Cooke, who will join the

for gene therapies also.

EMA from her current position as the Director of
the Regulation and Prequaliﬁcation Department of

Looking Ahead: What to Expect in

the World Health Organization (WHO). Cooke will

H2 2020 and Beyond

take oﬃce in November 2020.

Lambert said that the development pipeline
will continue to be strong over the next six

“Despite some eﬀorts to provide ﬂexibility in

months. Because of the amount of investment

clinical trial protocols, we’ve seen the FDA be

in the sector over the past half year there is

really forward leaning but we do anticipate some

a “lot of fuel in the tank” for developing the

interruption to clinical trials and some clinical

sector. Lambert expects to see the build out of

development will be delayed,” said Lambert.

manufacturing capabilities, important clinical

Likewise, FDA RMAT guidance for neurogenerative

progress in gene editing and the continued

diseases, genome editing and CAR-T therapies,

expansion of an already robust established

and the ‘N of 1’ therapies for ultra-rare diseases

pipeline. Despite eﬀorts to provide ﬂexibility in

will inevitably be slowed.

clinical trial protocols, Covid-19 trial disruptions
will inevitably delay some clinical development.

“On the whole we feel the ﬁeld is marching
forward in a really positive way,” she said in

ARM anticipates policy progression at state, federal,

conclusion. ARM does still anticipate several

national, and pan-European levels. “We understand

approvals and continues to believe that patients

that Covid is going to create challenges in state

will beneﬁt from these therapies.
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Scaling Gene Therapy
Manufacturing to Commercialization
Susan Abu-Absi, SVP, Pharmaceutical Development & Technology, bluebird bio
OVERVIEW

multiple myeloma product in partnership with

Susan Abu-Absi presented the key manufacturing

Bristol Myers-Squibb, for which a US Biologics

lessons that bluebird bio has learned in the past

License Application (BLA) was resubmitted in July.

few years, during which it has gained approval
for one product and taken three more along the

TAKEAWAYS

development pathway.

bluebird bio’s Manufacturing Process
The company uses a Lentiviral Vector (LVV)

In 2019, the company gained approval in the EU for

platform to deliver genes into patient cells. The

its ﬁrst therapy, the autologous stem cell product

ﬁrst part of the supply chain is to produce the LVV

ZYNTEGLO™, for the treatment of transfusion-

by using transient transfection with plasmids that

dependent β-thalassemia. Patients would normally

are manufactured via fermentation, tested and

have treatment for this disease through iron

released. LVV is then manufactured via transient

chelation therapy and blood transfusions. However,

transfection in human cells. This LVV is a live virus

as presented at the 2020 EHA meeting earlier this

which is a starting material or drug substance used

year, bluebird’s Northstar-2 and Northstar-3 studies

in the company’s drug product manufacturing

showed that 89% of patients were transfusion

process. The data to support this ﬁrst part of the

independent and 85% of patients have been oﬀ

process represents a nearly complete CMC package

transfusions for six months, respectively.

submission for the license application, and is only
part of the story, said Abu-Absi.

bluebird anticipates ﬁling a Marketing Authorization
Application (MAA) submission for its cerebral

She also stressed how important it was that

adrenoleukodystrophy product in the second half

the patient is at the heart of everything in the

of 2020. This disease is devastating, and the early

therapy development, not just because of the

symptoms can often be misinterpreted as Attention

desire to help and potentially cure patients, but

Deﬁcit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). The disease

because they are at the beginning and end of the

is now part of an active newborn screening

supply chain.

program in more than 14 US states and several
pilot programs in Europe.

The ﬁrst step in autologous therapy is to isolate
target cells from a patient which are then shipped

bluebird also has Lentiglobin in clinical trials for

to a drug product manufacturing facility, where they

sickle cell disease, and an anti-BCMA late stage

are transduced with the LVV to add the gene that
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is necessary for the product. Those cells are then

The industry is investing in process understanding,

cultured ex vivo, formulated, frozen, and undergo

robust manufacturing, and automation of cell

signiﬁcant release testing before being sent back to

processing and QC testing. “These are areas the

the site to be infused back into the patient.

industry is going to have to continue to innovate on
as we work to reach more patients in a commercial

There are a lot of opportunities for trial, error, and

setting,” said Abu-Absi.

learning through this journey, said Abu-Absi.
bluebird bio started as a small organization
A major challenge in the autologous process is

leveraging contract manufacturing organizations

scaling out. Each batch is for one patient. The

(CMOs), but as it managed and advanced its pipeline,

number of batches required for clinical trials is not

and moved therapies toward commercialization, it

too daunting, said Abu-Absi, but when you consider

had to ﬁnd extra capacity to bring its manufacturing

the commercial scale — treating thousands of

processes to commercially viable facilities.

patients per indication and manufacturing multiple
products in the same facility — the numbers start

As manufacturing scaled up, the company

to look quite diﬀerent. “What we replicate for 10

transferred its processes and methods to

patients, is not what we want to replicate for 10,000

contract organizations or internal sites. Each

patients or more,” she said.

tech transfer had some amount of comparability

Complexity of autologous ex vivo gene therapies
1

2

3

4

microbes
and With
Produce
Viral Particle
Therapeutic
Payload
oligonucleotides

Isolate Target Cells
From Patient

Transduce Target
Cells ex vivo

Test & Re-infuse
Gene Modified Cells

patient’s modified cells
as living drug
gene addition

cultured
mammalian cells
primary
human cells
live virus

Lentiviral Vector
(LVV)

Targeted Cells

ex vivo cell culture
Gene Modified Cells
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to be demonstrated and that was challenging

that the blood cells that are susceptible to sickling

because the company was rapidly innovating

take on the sickle shape, and then can be subject to

and simultaneously learning about its processes

image analysis to quantitate sickling.

and methods. That is something, with the more
advanced state of the ﬁeld today, that could be

“This shows the complexity that we face,

mitigated for future programs, said Abu-Absi.

particularly in our potency assays, both for LVV
and the drug product. But the eﬀort to develop the

This is a contributor to the fact that CMC is lagging

processes and methods is more than worthwhile,

the pace at which accelerated pathways have

because we are seeing a lot of beneﬁt for the

enabled advances in the clinic, but we are catching

patient,” said Abu-Absi.

up, she said.
Scaling Knowledge and Data
Scale-up Through A Patient Lens

In the autologous space, bluebird is learning how

bluebird bio has Lentiglobin in clinical trials for sickle

to capture the large amount of data it produces

cell disease, a severe blood disorder that causes

from each batch and create knowledge from it. As

anemia, frequent pain and a shortened lifespan. The

an example, Abu-Absi described how multi-variate

mean age of death in the US is 44 years.

analysis (MVA) was done to determine what aspects
of a drug product correlate to clinical eﬃcacy, and a

There is high variability in the starting material

second MVA was undertaken to determine how to

coming in from patients which necessitates

manufacture an eﬃcacious product.

process optionality. There are a wide range of
volumes, total cells, and component cell types,

This analysis revealed critical process parameters

all dependent on the patient, but to maximize

necessary to achieve the drug product attribute

the odds of generating an eﬃcacious product

target. “There are opportunities to learn from

for each patient, a process was designed with

these manufacturing lots, and we will continue to

optionality to accommodate the variability of

learn throughout the lifecycle of these products.

the starting material. Data collected from the

We can continue to harness those learnings in the

ﬁnal drug product shows that the manufacturing

commercial space, as well,” said Abu-Absi.

process indeed delivers a consistent product that
meets speciﬁcations shown to result in a safe and

“We are clearly in a space where the process is the

eﬃcacious drug product.

product,” Abu-Absi added, “and we have complicated
processes and complicated methods.” The

For a release test, bluebird takes the drug product

accelerated pathways have led to a lot of conﬁdence

from a patient, the transduced cells as well

in the clinical eﬃcacy of advanced products, she

as a sample of the non-transduced cells, and

continued. Traditionally CMC represents around

diﬀerentiates them in culture over a long period of

20% of the regulatory review, that paradigm is

time so that they form red blood cells. The red blood

ﬂipped for gene therapy because the clinical eﬃcacy

cells are then cultured in low oxygen conditions so

has been proven, and so 80% of the questions can
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be focused on CMC. This rule of thumb was accurate

sterility, etc. But thinking about the challenges of

for bluebird bio’s experience of Zynteglo in the EU,

bedside manufacturing will also help us to innovate

said Abu-Absi. She believes that companies have

for a centralized manufacturing approach.

made a lot of progress in collaborating with the
Health Authorities to align on CMC expectations but

How do you approach process characterization

there is still more to be done.

when your process has optionality?

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

First of all, there is a challenge for developing

As bluebird continues to grow, will you keep

these processes, not just characterizing them, due

partnering with CDMOs or fulﬁl your needs

to the fact that in a lot of cases we use healthy

internally?

donor material because we don’t have access to
patient material to conduct process development.

The smart approach is a hybrid approach where

That can be a challenge particularly when

we do an analysis of both our internal and external

predicting the impact of the process on disease-

capacity and leverage strategic partnerships with

speciﬁc attributes in the drug product.

CMOs in this space. We have to consider the
worldwide capacity both for manufacturing vector

The optionality is maybe not as dramatic as

and drug products, as well as the continuation of our

one might think. I am talking about options that

pipeline. So, I think a hybrid approach makes sense,

enable the processing of diﬀerent quantities of

especially in the situation where we may want back

materials, such as culture bag sizes or options for

up supply and redundant manufacturing.

dual processing. That optionality is important to
understand, just as all process parameters, to ensure

It seems that bluebird bio utilizes a centralized

the drug product manufacturing process is robust

manufacturing approach. What is your opinion

and meets speciﬁcations shown to result in a safe and

on point of care manufacturing for these types

eﬃcacious drug product for patients. Yes, we have to

of products?

leverage small scale process characterization studies
to explore those options, as well as harnessing the

I love the idea of a patient coming to a hospital,

in-process data that we collect from our clinical

spending a few hours there and leaving having

manufacturing batches to ensure we’re appropriately

been infused with their autologous drug product.

justifying our control strategy. The data show that

There is a lot of innovation in the industry aimed

these processes are eﬀective during the clinical

at automating manufacturing. There are a lot of

trials so it’s important to maintain consistency when

challenges, particularly in a commercial space,

moving from a clinical manufacturing paradigm to

where drug products must be tested for potency,

commercial manufacturing.
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TOMORROW’S VIEW:
What’s Next for Analytical Development?
Audrey Chang, Head of Process Solution Services R&D at MilliporeSigma
OVERVIEW
Drug products have been increasing in complexity

•

Safety: is your product free of unwanted
adventitious agents?

over time, starting with small molecules, to
recombinant proteins, to monoclonal antibodies and

Even though viral gene therapies are considered

now with cell and gene therapy. This complicates

the “new kid on the block”, the risk of viral and

the manufacturing and testing of new drug

microbial contamination can be reduced by

products. With respect to cell and gene therapy

implementing the same three-fold strategy as for

manufacturing; raw materials may be undeﬁned,

all biologics; prevent, protect, and remove.

there is a lot of process variability due to sensitive
biological systems, unique contamination control

The viral vector testing program falls into two types

strategies, and increased regulatory scrutiny.

of assays. When you design your testing process, it
is important to understand the rationale behind the

“But perhaps this is all perspective?” said Audrey

purpose of the assay, explained Chang, and where

Chang. “Perhaps this very same slide would

you are going to perform it in your testing.

have been used 20 years ago when monoclonal
antibodies ﬁrst appeared as the ‘new complex

For biosafety tests, it is important to test for

molecule’. So therefore, we can gain knowledge

the absence of unwanted contamination in

about gene therapy products and as we gain

your starting material. Regulatory agencies

knowledge, this complexity can change to

worldwide are consistent in dictating what you

understanding.”

need to test for and when as you lay down your
master and working viral and cell bank. Likewise,

TAKEAWAYS

demonstrating the absence of adventitious agents

Viral Vector Testing

throughout your process is part of your lot release

The four elements of viral vector gene therapy

program. Many of these assays that are used

testing are:

for biosafety testing are the same assay testing

•
•

Identity: is the right gene being manufactured

products such as monoclonal antibodies; some

and is it expressing the right protein?

of these measures translate well to gene therapy,

Purity: what manufacturing and process

and some do not.

by-products might be present?
•

Potency: how much and what is the level of

Product characterization assays are tailored to the

activity?

product and manufacturing process, and there is
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Viral Vector Testing Program: Two type of Assays
Plasmid/Virus

BioSafety (AAT)
Vs
Product Characterization Assays
(Identity/Potency/Purity)

Cell

Master Cell Bank (MCB)

Master/Working Virus Bank
(MVB/WVB)

Working Cell Bank
(WCB)

InProcess
Testing

InProcess
Testing

Process Development
(Growth/Production/Modification)
InProcess
Testing
6

Drug Substance

Drug Product
Stability

QA/QC
Lot Release
Testing

Lot Release
Testing

not a one-size-ﬁts-all. Many of these early product

Viral Vector Product Testing Challenges

characterization assays end up being the assay that

Much of the testing of today has been “borrowed”

you need to validate for a GMP release assay, and

from monoclonal vaccine knowledge, said Chang.

this can take up extra time if you do not anticipate

There are ﬁve main challenges:

this in advance.

•

Time to result

•

Limited volume

A typical human cell bank characterization

•

Replication competent virus

strategy would incorporate assays to establish

•

Deﬁning CQA

identity, genetic stability, and purity. Virus

•

Advancing technical tools

screening assays use broad speciﬁcity such as
in vitro assays, species speciﬁc and retroviruses.

There are also novel method testing challenges,

Contamination is considered a rare event in

such as:

the industry, said Chang, with the framework

•

Complexity

contributing to this status but it is important to

•

Regulatory

understand that in these assays, as well as all

•

Cost/supply chain

assays, there are limitations and sensitives in our

•

GMP/validation

understanding.

•

Fear of the unknown
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NGS vs Sanger Sequencing

•

Sanger sequencing has evolved to next generation

Gene editing
On and oﬀ target eﬀects

sequencing (NGS), and there are several key
diﬀerences between the two. NGS can enable the

It is important to think about strategies that work

sequencing of millions to billions of DNA molecules

for today as well as tomorrow. Chang highlighted

rapidly and simultaneously. However, it is new in

four main areas that she believes are important

terms of regulatory understanding and acceptance.

to address:

It is sequence agnostic and perfect for identifying

•

Risk assessment considerations, such as

and characterizing knowns and unknowns. The

materials, manufacturing and analytical

traditional Sanger technology used since the 1970s

concerns and processes

produces limited data, but it is universally accepted by

•

regulators. It is primer dependent and requires some
knowledge of the region to be sequenced. It can also

development phases
•

only identify and characterize known sequences.

Templated manufacturing value which will
minimize source of variation

•
The NGS workﬂow falls into three basic steps:

Building Quality by Design in all drug

Custom vs platform method development
and validation

sample processing, sequencing, and data analysis.
“All three parts must work well to generate high

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

quality data,” stressed Chang.

What are the regulatory agencies’ views on
using NGS as an alternative method for testing?

Five NGS application are primed for gene therapy:
•

•

•
•

Viral vector characterization

There has been a lot of references to NGS in recent

NGS can be used to conﬁrm identity as well

regulatory documents, there are recent EP chapters

as assess variants and sub-populations

that reference the use of NGS, and as early as 2010

Viral Vector AAT

there was a WHO document that predicted NGS

No need for neutralizing Ab, and assure

was going to be more used in the future. So far

stock purity

there has been no FDA guidance on the use of NGS

Cell line AAT

use, but it is very active, and certainly consortiums

Identify and troubleshoot unknown contaminants

such as AVDTIG will be very instrumental in getting

Genetic integration and stability

the regulatory and industry to look at strategies

Integration site assessment

moving forward.
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REGULATORY HORIZONS:
2020 Vision on FDA Guidelines
Peter Marks, Director at the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research at FDA
OVERVIEW

manufacturing small doses, up to 100, of gene

“It is very clear that we have now reached the

therapies for patients in a cost-eﬀective manner.

age where gene therapy is our reality,” began
Peter Marks as he presented ﬁgures showing that

Some of the solutions on the horizon may be the

the number of Investigational New Drug (IND)

use of scalable pre-built biotechnology centers,

applications to FDA are increasing noticeably.

whereby the manufacturing could start at a small
scale and be built up as manufacturing increases.

As of July 2020, there are over 1000 active INDs,
and 134 INDs submitted in calendar year 2020.

Very Rare Disorders

This correlates with the prediction of 40 to

Out of thousands of rare hereditary and acquired

60 product launches, and more than 500,000

diseases there are hundreds of disorders

patients treated by 2030. In the US there are

aﬀecting one to a few dozen per year that could

now ﬁve gene therapies approved, with an equal

be addressed with novel therapies, said Marks,

number in Europe.

including antisense oligonucleotides, phage
therapies for infectious diseases, and cell and gene

TAKEAWAYS

therapy (including genome editing). Regulators

Manufacturing Challenges Remain

must think about how to deal with a therapy that

“The clinical data, when things work, are very

only eﬀects dozens of people, he said.

impressive,” said Marks. However, the limitations
for gene therapy are to get the manufacturing

In the 1990s the industry talked a lot about

right. “Manufacturing has become a bottleneck,” he

personalized medicines – ﬁnding the right drug

continued, as well as the scale up, which is challenging.

on the shelf to treat the patient – but now we are

The current “sweet spot” for manufacturing doses

talking about individualized medicine – creating

is currently between 100 to 10,000 doses, however,

the right drug to treat the patient. With the latter

there is still a question of viability when manufacturing

type of medicine, it can be split into two categories:

more than 10,000 doses.

customized products and created products.

Marks commented that he was sure industry “will

Working with customized products, that have the

get there” with new generation of vectors and

same indication and mode of action, regulators

manufacturing technologies. At the other end

are in some ways doing things that they are used

of the spectrum, Marks posed the question of

to, said Marks. Working with created products that
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have a diﬀerent indication and diﬀerent mode of

continued access may be prohibitive. In some

action, regulators are blazing a trail.

cases, there are angel investors that are willing to
help, explained Marks, but ultimately if you want to

The challenges of these individualized therapies

produce dozens to hundreds of doses of the product

include manufacturing, non-clinical development,

available it must be commercially sustainable. In the

clinical development for small populations, and

short term, public private partnerships could enable

maintaining product access for a therapy that is not

equitable product access to diverse populations

commercially viable.

through the streamlined production of products.

Non-clinical development challenges include the

Bespoke Gene Therapy Consortium

use of animal models, which may be less than ideal,

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has received

especially as the industry moves into the era of

endorsement of a potential consortium, worked

genome editing using CRISPR-Cas9 which involves a

on in collaboration with the National Centers for

guide speciﬁc to a human DNA sequence. It may be

Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS), that

that the use of new model systems such as organoids

could take test cases and help to facilitate the

and humanized mice help to facilitate safety testing,

development of gene therapies by leveraging what

explained Marks. “We are starting to think of new

is done when producing the vector notes.

ways to accelerate non-clinical development,” he said.
The consortium would provide facilities for vector
Speaking on clinical development, Marks stated

generation, become a central facility for small batch

that although gene therapy products are available

manufacture, improve manufacturing eﬃciency

under the IND application, “it would be nice to have

and facilitate out-licensing if appropriate.

a model where you could have approved products
that could actually be reimbursed so there could be

“You could take one vector that was well-

a business model that could lead people to do the

characterized, made by the same manufacturing

equivalent of bespoke tailoring. No, you don’t sell

process, and then stick diﬀerent inserts in that

thousands of suits, but you sell a few, make a good

were perhaps of similar size, made by the same

living and people are happy that you are doing it.”

manufacturing process, characterize it, and
obviously characterize the vector by the same

The industry is still working towards appropriately

processes. You would have to characterize the

documenting the natural history of disease or

insert with a diﬀerent potency assay for each

collecting baseline data, he said, and thinking about

one of those, but that is not insurmountable,”

whether there are novel statistical methods that

explained Marks. “Then, ﬁnd ways to study it

could potentially expedite product development,

using streamlined protocols, rely on master ﬁles

such as Bayesian models.

for the regulatory submissions, and ultimately try
to provide access and gather the data as you’re

Once a therapy is produced and studied in a few

providing access to get these over the ﬁnish line to

individuals, the complexity and cost of providing

make a determination of eﬃcacy.”
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The product would have a demonstration of safety

•

Advancing manufacturing technology

and eﬃcacy, and if it could be shown that this was

•

Developing new regulatory policy

a viable model, if costs and regulatory complexity
could be brought down, the product may be

Marks highlighted the INitial Targeted Engagement

picked up by a non-proﬁt organization, or even a

for Regulatory Advice on CBER ProducTs (INTERACT)

company that would be interested in moving this

Program, which has been started to encourage early

model forward, Marks continued.

interaction with sponsors and replace the pre-preIND meeting process across the Center regarding

FDA’s Work Advancing Gene Therapy

preclinical, manufacturing and clinical development

The FDA is advancing gene therapy in several

plans. Marks said this was a “great opportunity” for

ways. “We understand we have to adapt in a way

sponsors who might want to know what the FDA

we’re not used to,” said Marks. Some of the topline

would recommend for aspects of manufacturing,

strategies include:

characterization, or the pre-clinical program.

•

Use of expedited programs when

The CBER Advanced Technology Team (CATT) meeting

appropriate

provides an interactive mechanism for discussion of

•

Publication of guidance documents

advanced technologies or platforms needed for the

•

Meetings with sponsors

development of CBER-regulated biologics products.

Bespoke Gene Therapy Consortium
Non-profit umbrella organization
•
•
•
•

Provide facilities for vector generation
Central facility for small batch manufacture
Improve manufacturing efficiency
Facilitate out-licensing if appropriate

FDA to streamline regulatory requirements to facilitate access to these products
Establish Master File(s) for tools at the FDA for standard vector(s)
Vector
generation

Idea for gene
therapy target for
rare disease

Standard vector menu:
• Instructions for use
• Tropism
• Ease of use for gene type
• Non-proprietary tools

Manufacture
of therapeutic

Clinical ability to treat patients

Standard process menu:
• Known safety database
• Facilitate preclinical testing
• Standard manufacturing
protocols

Standard delivery menu:
• Standard clinical protocols
• Known safety for nonproprietary vectors
• Standard delivery protocols

Therapies for
patients

All results from treatments are
reported back to the consortium for iterative learning

18
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CATT allows access to early and ongoing interactions

this, or we use non-viral vectors, so we do not end

with CBER before ﬁling a regulatory submission.

up where it costs anywhere near as much.

Marks said there were also some concepts in

FDA predicts 10–20 annual licenses per year by

development, such as the leveraging of pre-

2025, is the ﬁeld still on track to achieve this?

clinical and manufacturing data from one
application to another.

I think it is. It may be on the lower end, because
COVID-19 may have slowed things down just a

The FDA is also considering the continuous

little. We are going to work over the next year to

reassessment model of clinical data such as the

get back on track, because there are programs

use of Bayesian and other designs to determine if a

that were very advanced that have slowed down,

boundary indicating product eﬃcacy is crossed.

and we’re going to help everyone to take stock
on what they can do to ﬁll in the gaps for missed

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

assessment. We owe it to everyone that has taken

What is the greatest cost hurdle for ultra-rare

part in a gene therapy trial to make sure their data

therapies?

is used to the greatest extent possible.

It is still manufacturing. The clinical trials are often

Many gene therapies treat a speciﬁc inherited

done in academic centers, that tends to be the

gene disorder; will the FDA ever require a

more aﬀordable piece. The piece that is still quite

companion diagnostic in such a situation?

expensive, even for children, is getting the batches
of clinical trial material made. It does vary from

If someone came in with a companion

manufacturer to manufacturer, but to give you an

diagnostic, we would be happy to look at it. We

idea of cost — one dose can range from $50,000

understand that the diagnostics may be done

to $250,000 depending on the number of viral

by research tests. Ultimately, when we see the

particles you need. This can easily put a clinical trial

larger gene therapy application I would not be

out of the reach of the investigator.

surprised if we see companion diagnostics, but
in cases of smaller indications, many of these

Having methods to expediate this will be helpful.

are done by laboratory tests and they fit in with

Ten years from now the vision would be to automate

the lab test mold.
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THE NEXT DECADE OF GENE THERAPY:
Q&A Panel Discussion
Moderated by Anthony Davies, CEO and Founder, Dark Horse Consulting
highly complex tech transfers and you’re handPANELISTS:
Lucie Ellis, Managing Editor, In Vivo

carrying these processes which can be quite delicate.
What is your opinion on the art of gene therapy?

Andy Holt, VP, Business Development, AskBio

AH: It is an interesting time because the science

Ranjeet Patil, Segment Head, Cell and Gene Therapy,
MilliporeSigma

is the reason the industry exists. We know these

Sarah Thomas, VP, Quality, REGENXBIO
Ran Zheng, Chief Technical Oﬃcer,
Orchard Therapeutics

techniques work and the potential to oﬀer cures,
or real change, is there. A lot of the folks that have
been in the industry longer than I have would
say that the fundamentals of the science have
not changed that much, it is about much more.
Speaking from a manufacturing point of view,
it’s about engineering, it’s about replicating good

Is gene therapy still an art?

science at scale and it is about understanding the
limitations and areas where it can be optimized.

RP: We have deﬁnitely come a long way from

Things in cell therapy moving from autologous to

treating this as a mystic art that few people

allogeneic, where it is possible, takes incredible

understand. We have made signiﬁcant progress in

control of complex processes. Scaling up vector

the last decade in terms of new technologies, tools,

manufacturing to be able to meet a pathway

and platforms for discovery and development.

disease indication requires incredible control

But we are still a long way from becoming a truly

and replication. Those are engineering tasks not

platformed and templated process the way that

scientiﬁc tasks, because we’re trying to do those

monoclonal antibody (mAb) manufacturing is, which

things over and over again. I hope ten years from

is something we quite often get compared to, both

now we will be talking about scale up tasks and

in terms of the revolutionary eﬀect it had, and

perfection tasks of imperfect processes, so for me

the ability of technology providers to change the

it is not art or science, it is engineering.

manufacturing paradigm.
AD: Not a lot has changed in the science…
AD: A question for Andy Holt, you have spent a
lot of time in CMOs, anything other than science

AH: The science was well established in the early

is anathema to CMOS as you attempt to negotiate

2000s once all the helper genes that were required
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for AAV replication were understood and on a

develop a product that is consistently good quality

plasmid, perfecting and optimizing those has gone

and has a desirable clinical outcome. That process

a long way. It has been about going from plates and

we learned about in the early days in the biologic

70 or 80 T-ﬂasks to produce a single dose into a

world, when we started to develop mAbs we started

100 L, 500 L, or a 1,000 L batch to produce multiple

to develop diﬀerent cell lines and processes; we

doses. The folks that laid the foundation of this 20

all started diﬀerently. We have learned that the

years ago would not view this as fundamentally

platform is very powerful too. For us to, not only

diﬀerent, it is the scale up and optimization that is

quickly develop the processes to push the product

taking a long time to understand.

from preclinical to clinical, but also to leverage the
learning from each product and enrich the platform

AD: Ran, I would like you to look back over your

and make it even more powerful.

long and distinguished tenure at Amgen and reﬂect.
Amgen has made as many multi-thousand-liter lots

Over the past two decades there have been a lot of

of pharmaceuticals as any pharma organization,

conversations and practices around design thinking

and now you are with a smaller entity, Orchard

and design space and this is something that is very

Therapeutics, in the cell and gene therapy ﬁeld. I

important for cell and gene therapy development,

would like to hear how your Amgen experience has

to start with the end in mind. When I joined

shaped what companies like Orchard are trying to do.

Orchard, it wasn’t obvious that we followed some
of the methodologies that we tried in the pharma

RZ: I spent 16 years at Amgen, starting from process

industry. We do not have to reinvent the wheel and

development, working in quality, manufacturing,

we could have learned from the past.

supply chain management and then back to process
development so I went full circle. Then I moved

AD: Lucie, from a publishing position, how does the

to Orchard. Taking what I experienced, learned,

changing quantity and quality of materials in this

and developed at Amgen to Orchard, maybe the

ﬁeld show in the publication area, especially if you

fundamental element that I see in cell and gene

see anything from the quality perspective.

therapy companies that could beneﬁt from a
pharma approach is process development. There

LE: We are writing more on this topic all the time.

was quite a fascinating conversation earlier about

And going back to your ﬁrst question about the

cell and gene therapy, and I like what Ranjeet and

art form, we are still seeing that specialism and

Andy said. If I could reﬂect on that, I think the cell

the niche populations and indications, but we are

and gene therapies, starting with autologous,

starting to see the extension of those. Perhaps we

there are a lot of individualisms, so it is more of an

will see bigger populations later in the year with

art. What we are really trying to ﬁgure out is that,

the BioMarin hemophilia product. The pipeline has

because autologous therapy is individual patient-

had tremendous growth, we have seen the gene

based therapy, it is always diﬀerent, and art is about

therapy pipeline double year on year since 2014,

being diﬀerent. We must ﬁgure out how we could

nearly 1000 trials have started since 2010, we’re

start with something very diﬀerent but at the end

covering it more than ever before.
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AD: I’d like to get Sarah’s perspective on this, from

health insurance, health economics and how

a quality angle of dealing with these increasingly

will the market address the high cost?

complex products.
AH: This is something that for everyone who has
ST: We’re really leveraging a lot of the knowledge

invested in gene therapy being successful, we

from biologics and crossing that over to gene

must take head on. A $3m price for the BioMarin

therapy, and we’re using a lot of analytics

hemophilia therapy for a lifetime is probably

techniques we learned from mAbs, and adapting

justiﬁable, but for a lot of the cases addressable by

them because if you look at a virus, it’s a big ball

gene therapy, either there are standards of care

of proteins. Therefore, a lot of protein chemistry

that are applicable or there is not an economic

we have used over the years can be reapplied to

case to support, the two ends of the spectrum.

these larger molecules. It’s not easy, there is an

If we look at Parkinson’s disease or CHF a price

order of magnitude diﬀerence here when you are

tag of $3m would probably bankrupt the world

looking at the size of a molecule or structure, there

health economy if we applied those drugs to broad

are additional things to consider, the geometry has

populations. And by the same token, the rare

even the potential for greater signiﬁcant eﬀect than

and ultra-rare populations, fewer patients than

it does in some of the proteins and antibodies. But

hemophilia, at least in the U.S. system its unlikely

we are making progress, there is deﬁnitely a lot

to ﬁnd a payer that would engage in that because

of art, and there are some black boxes and we’re

of the prohibitive cost and safety proﬁles. So, it

gaining knowledge as we go and moving closer to a

is something that when you talk about the next

well-characterized space than we are now.

decade of gene therapy; it is possible we’ve seen it
in mAbs, we’ve even seen it in vector production,

AD: When the concept of well-characterized

the log scale and signiﬁcantly beyond log scale

biologicals was brought about some years ago

improvement in yields are possible and therefore

everyone poured scorn on that idea, it was

should result in signiﬁcantly lowering costs.

considered a pipe dream, but it actually happened
quite quickly. And if you talked about a well-

As stewards of these technologies, those precedent

characterized cell or gene therapy today you would

setting drugs, the Zolgensma price, or the BioMarin

probably get the same response you would have

price, is certainly a good return on investment but

had a few decades ago about biologics. At Dark

they are signals of how we need to work on these

Horse we believe strongly that a suﬃciently well-

drugs moving forward if we want them to achieve

characterized cell or gene therapy is within reach.

everything they can.

What do you anticipate are going to be

AD: To be fair to BioMarin, internal and external

the changes in the way gene therapies are

analyses show a lifetime cost for a hemophilia

developed over the next decade? A theme that

patient of $17m, so any signiﬁcant duration of

has come through repeatedly is cost. How do

response from a product like BioMarin’s would

we see the cost of gene therapy changing with

make a lifetime cost of $3m look quite favorable.
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It will be interesting to see how the price point

factor in being able to reduce costs. Looking

emerges later in the year.

at advancing diﬀerent cell lines, improving the
transfection process, scaling up and out, all

Ran, I’d like to come back to you now, and

those things that can help bring down the cost

ask you to draw on your Amgen experience,

of manufacturing. There are also opportunities

you’ve had visibility into the technology

to bring down clinical development costs. If we

underpinning the pricing of drugs for larger

get to a point where we’re more platform in

patient populations and smaller populations,

the approach, in rare disease in particular, the

and now focused on smaller populations at

monogenetic approach, we can get to the point

Orchard. What do you think is going to change

where we’re plug and play in terms of how we

over the next decade, particularly in terms of

develop the process and run the clinical trials. The

healthcare economics?

more you can go platform in approach the more
you can bring those development costs down.

RZ: It is very complex problem that we’re facing
when we talk about drug pricing, and it is not just a

AD: I’d like to talk about repeat dosing and fold that

pure manufacturing cost, we also have to consider

into the concept of cost. Is it ultimately going to

the burden of the disease to the patient, the family

make things more expensive or cost eﬀective, and

and to society. I think that all factors into the drug

is it likely to drive more technical innovation?

pricing, for me. What we could do is to make the
drug accessible to the patients who desperately

LE: One of the issues that plays into the pricing

need it. We are developing products for ultra-rare

conundrum is the lack of long-term data and that

diseases where patients have little options. I do

doesn’t help when we talk about whether it is a

agree with the opinions of the panelists, that when

“one and done” dose. What happens if a patient

we talk about populations of ultra-rare diseases

relapses? How do we treat patients that have had

compared to larger populations, we have to

a gene therapy before? There is a lack of durability

balance the drug cost to consider the burden to the

data, and the fact that we just do not have the

healthcare equal system, because this is larger than

timelines. Drugs are coming close to the market

a pharmaceutical company, it’s a society challenge

and onto the market on more limited data because

that we’re facing.

of the niche populations. You would not see this in
other areas without such long-term information.

AD: I’d like to hear REGENXBIO’s perspective on
this, you must talk about cost and pricing but you

AD: Ranjeet, you have a unique perspective

must also have wishes from a quality perspective

because you are from a tools and tech company.

and a more general perspective about what change

What does MilliporeSigma think about repeat

over the next decade would positively impact that.

dosing? Do you see that as an opportunity?

ST: Certainly, focusing on increasing the

RS: I would not necessarily see it as an opportunity.

productivity and manufacturing process is a key

The hope is that single dose curative therapies live
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up to their promise. We do not have to produce

dystrophy as an example, going in with a micro

more viruses than we must because of the cost.

dystrophin does not necessarily remove the

The current evidence shows that is something that

entirety of symptoms of Duchenne Muscular

might be needed, the durability is still something

Dystrophy. In some of these therapeutics we

we are trying to understand.

have managed to mitigate the life shortening
and altering symptoms of Duchenne, but come

If you look at it from a cost perspective, it might

up with a diﬀerent form, Becker’s Muscular

be a function of not just the technology or the

Dystrophy. Obviously, no parent or patient would

science itself. A lot of the very early gene therapy

choose non-existent perfect over existent good.

customers, you look at the processes and you can

But we are hyperaware that those patients right

clearly tell it was designed by someone that had

now could not receive a dose for the Becker’s

not thought of scaling up, so the choices they have

that they are left with after gene therapy for

made for upstream or puriﬁcation or the whole

Duchenne. This is speciﬁcally something that

manufacturing strategy was thinking about scale out

drives us in that eﬀort.

versus scale up. We are seeing that change. We are
deﬁnitely seeing more precision in how people are

We have several large projects dedicated to this;

designing their vectors and thinking more holistically

whether it’s immune shielding through nano

in their process design and cell line design.

particle work, or tolerization work with red blood
work with our partnership with SQZ Biotech. We

I do feel that as the industry matures, we will see

are trying everything we can think of to make sure

that translate into a reduction in cost, time to

that ﬁrst patients can be re-dosed. As parents

market and clinic, and hopefully that will all mean a

and patients become more sophisticated, we

reduction in cost to the patient as well.

are getting questions about why low-dose trials
happen at all. There are patients who have strong

AD: Andy, can you comment on repeat dosing, and

suspicions that lower doses will see lower eﬀects

to add another angle to it, a phrase we like to use is

and they cannot receive a future higher dose.

whether something is a bug or a feature. I understand

That is more of an ethical issue when you have a

Ranjeet’s comment about the fact that ”one and

potentially curative therapy.

done” is good, but one of the things we are seeing in
the Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy ﬁeld is potential

For reaching the entire patient population here

dose limiting toxicities (DLTs). Repeat dosing at a

naturally occurring antibodies from environmental

lower dose to avoid DLTs may oﬀer a path forward

exposure, particularly to AAV, hit every segment

that a “one and done” mega dose may not. I know at

we want to be cautious about. We would like

AskBio you think very deeply about dosing and repeat

to reach every patient as opposed to anywhere

dosing must come into that equation.

between 60–80% of patients, which is the inverse of
environmental exposure to some of the serotypes

AH: It is a central issue that we need to confront.

we are using. We would like to be able to broaden

For many of these therapies, using muscular

the market and reach every person we can. We
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view these eﬀorts as one large bucket of immune

International Council for Harmonization (ICH) to

control around our therapies, of both lowering the

step in and start putting forward some guidelines

initial immune response to AAV to enable redosing,

to apply to gene therapy.

as well as to make sure that patients that may have
antibodies to AAV already, we can oﬀer a solution

Analytics would be a nice area to start seeing

to them as well.

some more guidelines come out. I know that the
Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO) is

It is incredibly important across the board,

looking at input on raw materials, focusing on some

ﬁnancially as well as to be good partners to our

things unique to gene therapy such as plasmas.

patients. So, we have enormous and time devoted

There is variation on how these should be used and

to this, and we are really encouraged by data

there is a need for clariﬁcation and harmonization.

coming out from broad pools, things that can then
greatly lower IGG levels on a term basis. Those

AD: Ranjeet, part of your oﬀering is raw materials,

projects are exciting for us as we think they hold

I would love to hear your opinion on the regulation

potential. But we would like to come to a point

of raw materials.

where we have vector speciﬁc answers to these
problems as a second generation once we fully

RP: As someone who works with our clients on

explore these generic tools. It’s front and center for

designing their processes and preparing for their

us in the coming years.

Biologics License Application (BLA), quite often virus
is something you do not want in your process, both

AD: A theme we have seen in the submitted

in terms of the starting raw materials and the ﬁnal

questions is the work that is going on from

product. On that scale it has been an interesting

regulators globally in terms of updating guidelines

dynamic in understanding what those virus safety

for cell and gene therapy. This, again, we saw in the

requirements are. As far as the selection criteria,

last few decades from biologics, we saw an almost

the regulatory guidance goes, there is nothing

insatiable appetite for global harmonization. Let’s do

peculiar that we have encountered.

a little performance appraisal of global regulators
and how they are performing in their ability to

AD: From the publications perspective, do you get

regulate the ﬁeld in a manner that is timely.

involved with regulatory opinion and do you receive
interest from regulators around the world?

ST: Regulators are still catching up. We have seen
some positive activity, with the FDA coming out

LE: We do a lot of coverage on how the industry

with speciﬁc guidance for gene therapy, and the

works with regulators and The Pink Sheet is

Europeans coming out with the ATMP guidelines

our publication that covers that topic in depth.

a few years back. But they are independent, they

Harmonization is a very interesting question. Peter

are not harmonized so there are nuances and

Marks made a good point in his presentation

diﬀerences between areas in terms of what they

yesterday where he said it would be a disservice

want to see. There is room for someone like the

to patients if regulators could not get to that
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harmonization and work together if a treatment is

do, but we certainly try to follow the principles and

available in the United States and is not available to

process when developing the product.

patients in another geography. Especially when you
are looking at such niche indications where there

RZ: The complexity and understanding of the

are a handful of patients that have that disease

product is yet to be developed. The analytical aspect

spread around the world.

of cell and gene therapy compared to pharma and
biologics are not quite there yet. In the next few

AD: Ran, what is your opinion on harmonization

years, we will see that area move quickly and there

and its desirability?

will be more QbD approaches and even practice.

RZ: I think it is so great to see the regulators paying

RP: You cannot improve something if you cannot

attention to the ﬁeld and coming up with guidance.

measure it. The challenge is sampling volume

The industry and regulators need it.I would like to

requirements for any of these analytical assays,

see more harmonization and collaboration between

so given the low volume processes and a lot of

the major regulators. One of the hurdles is that cell

these n=1 type of trials, it is diﬃcult for someone

and gene therapy is quite new and there have not

to do a full on QbD when you are constrained by

been that many approvals yet, so the cumulative

the scale, volume and the sampling delays. As we

knowledge has not been substantial. If you reﬂect

see progress on those fronts, we will also see the

on the biologics world and the ICH initiative in the

adoption of QbD.

pharma world, we have decades of cumulative
experience, knowledge and data from approved

Non-viral vector options, is this a dream or a

products, that’s one of the big hurdles. We do not

reality?

have the richness just yet, but it will come.
AH: It has some interesting challenges around oﬀIt is important for the industry, the product

target eﬀects and speciﬁcity concerns that have to

companies, the solution providers and the

be overcome for a lot of the applications it is being

regulators to collaborate on the guidelines for

targeted for right now. Using a non-viral platform,

cell and gene therapy. It would help a lot to

the delivery of a biologically active compound

contribute and provide input. I would really like

would have a lot of advantages. We do not see

to see this more often.

that coming anytime soon, especially for a lot of
diseases that we are targeting.

QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
Why isn’t Quality by Design (QbD) more adopted?

It is an enormous place for optimism. On some
of the COVID-19 work that is being done, with

ST: We try to follow QbD principles to a large

molecules in the same category, messenger RNA

degree. It is a challenge when working with

(mRNA) and other direct DNA work, holds a lot

complex molecules to truly be able to deﬁne things

of potential. Right now, it is in its infancy. Until

as tightly as a true QbD full process and ﬁling would

there are a number of clinical trials that start to
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show human impact of the this, one of the key

real-world drug it must be commercially viable. I

lessons in viral vector work is how unpredictable

see a lot of struggles with getting scaled up and

animal research can be and quite a lot of the best

commercialized.

non-viral vector work that’s out there is still nonhuman data.

RZ: Do not underestimate the amount of eﬀort,
resources, and capital required to develop a cell or

There are any number of clinical trials, 10–15 in

gene therapy and bring it to the market.

the next two years that seem promising, and that
will be a break point for the industry. Viewing

AH: Do not think you can do it all on your own, a good

them as exclusionary is probably a mistake, just

mentor and team as early as possible will only help.

like being a small molecule developer seeing
monoclonals as taking over the world is a mistake.

LE: Think about funding, you will probably see

All these therapeutic modalities can co-exist and

the immuno-oncology eﬀect for venture capitalist

ultimately, we all beneﬁt from the best, safest,

funding, where there are so many companies

deepest therapy, regardless. I am excited but

pouring into the space. Have commercial answers

there is a lot left to prove.

as well as scientiﬁc answers and know what the
product is going to be to sell yourselves.

What should the scientiﬁc founders of gene
therapy start-ups not do during the initial stages?

ST: Do not skimp on your quality system, your
data management, and your IT infrastructure.

RP: Think about the end, not only the vector

They may seem like big investments up front, but

design but also the process design and the scale

you will thank yourself when you have everything

that you are trying to reach. For this to be a

organized and accessible.
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Enabling The Reliable Supply of
AAV Gene Therapy Vectors and
Commercial Applications
Luis Maranga, Chief Technical Operations Oﬃcer at Voyager Therapeutics
OVERVIEW

that investors’ and analysts’ focus has been on

Luis Maranga started his presentation by explaining

companies having GMP facilities which is diﬀerent

the background to Voyager Therapeutics and

than having technical expertise,” he continued,

explained that their goal was to build a leading

pointing out that seven of the FDA clinical holds

neurology gene therapy company with a diversiﬁed

reported over the last 2.5 years appear to have been

pipeline, strategic collaborations, and extensive

due to lack of AAV technical expertise, including

expertise in AAV manufacturing.

companies that have internal GMP facilities.

It has a three-pronged approach to developing

Voyager has a focus on strong internal technical

gene therapies, which allows for addressing an

expertise across all the CMC scientiﬁc disciplines,

expanded pipeline of neurological disease in three

from molecular biology, DS/DP process and

modalities: gene replacement, gene knockdown

analytical development, and the manufacturing

and vectorized antibodies.

and release of materials for GLP toxicology testing.
All GMP manufacturing is outsourced, based

AAV is a novel class of therapeutics and has more

on Voyager internal manufacturing and testing

complexities than a simple monoclonal antibody,

methods which the company then tech transfers.

said Maranga, which is around 25 years behind
mAbs and other biologics. AAV is growing as a

Voyager uses a decentralized Contract

vector choice for gene therapy, from four INDs

Manufacturing Organization (CMO) network to

submitted in 2014, increasing to 25 in 2018, a

minimize risks. It uses both expression systems; HEK

compound annual growth rate of 158%.

293/Triple Transfection and Sf9/baculovirus, which is
the company’s “work horse”. The company’s goal is

Although there is a lot of interest in AAV as a

to achieve centralized release testing to leverage the

therapeutic modality, there are only two marketed

synergies across the diﬀerent programs, but some

products at the present; Luxturna and Zolgensma.

specialized assays are still decentralized.

“Taking all of this into account, at Voyager we’ve
spent some time thinking about how we can be

TAKEAWAYS

successful in development of AAV as well as in

Voyager’s Sf9/baculovirus system is “high yield,

manufacturing,” explained Maranga. “We’ve noticed

robust, scalable and transferable for multiple
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AAV is growing as a vector choice for gene therapy

From 4 IND submitted in 2014, increased to 25 in 2018 (CAGR of 158%)*

Data from FDA’s Ramjay S. Vatsan, Ph.D., CQA presentation at 4th PQRI/FDA Conference on Advancing Product Quality, Rockville MD, April 9-11, 2019
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serotypes,” said Maranga. Voyager developed a novel

A typical mAb therapy manufactured in a large-

expression system to enable the reliable control of

scale plant (Maranga used the example of a 6 x

VP1:VP2:VP3 ratios and high AAV potency for multiple

25,000 L bioreactor facility), would require around

serotypes. Its Sf9/baculovirus system is productive

8 L of bioreactor ﬂuid to produce one patient

and a 200 L scale is often suﬃcient to produce

annual dose. A $1bn plant with six bioreactors at

thousands of doses in a single bioreactor run.

25,000 L can manufacture around 100 lots a year at
a peak cycle time of three days, which would treat

The system yields at harvest a percentage of

around 300,000 patients.

full particles from 50–90%, greatly facilitating
downstream processing. And it is also highly

Maranga applied his same calculations to Voyager’s

transferable, having been implemented

Sf9/ baculovirus manufacturing platform. One

successfully in four diﬀerent manufacturing

single DSP train can handle up to six production

facilities at 200 L scale for multiple serotypes.

bioreactors, he said. Using AAV manufactured from
a $1bn facility, 187,500 patients could be treated.

Industrialization of AAV Manufacturing
To discuss the possibility of industrialized AAV

Cumulatively, after ten years more than 1.6 million

manufacturing, Maranga used the comparison of

patients could be treated with AAV from the same

manufacturing AAV therapeutics with mAbs.

facility, meaning that AAV gene therapy as a one-

AAV is growing as a vector choice for gene therapy

From 4 IND submitted in 2014, increased to 25 in 2018 (CAGR of 158%)*
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time treatment is more cost eﬀective than mAb.

be competitive with mAb/biologics like COGM. With
clinical success, AAV gene therapy/medicine, AAV

Outlook for AAV Industrialization

vectorization of mAb/biologics for example, might

AAV is a new therapeutic modality with a fast pace

emerge as an eﬀective therapeutic modality that

of development. The manufacturing technology is

can be used for broad diseases.

20–30 years behind biologics, and like the situation
of biologics in the mid-1980’s, multiple expression

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

systems are still being used.

Do the baculoviruses need to be produced in
certiﬁed GMP even though they are used as

Soon, diseases with exceptionally large patient

reagents for the Sf9 culture?

bases, Alzheimer’s disease for example, are likely to
have gene therapy products in clinical development.

Yes, we treat it like a viral seed. There needs to be

This will put pressure on driving much higher vector

a step that you go from non-GMP to GMP and you

outputs, and payers will expect prices at least one to

need to decide what that step is. There are multiple

two orders of magnitude lower, said Maranga.

ways, but since the baculovirus can be rescued by
transfecting with a bacterial plasmid, that transfection

Voyager’s Sf9/baculovirus system can supply large

step can become your ﬁrst GMP step. You do have to

numbers of patients and large patient dose, and to

ﬁgure out the process ﬂow you want to use.

AAV is growing as a vector choice for gene therapy

From 4 IND submitted in 2014, increased to 25 in 2018 (CAGR of 158%)*
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PROMISE OF THE FUTURE:
CRISPR and Gene Therapy
Patrick Sullivan, Head of GENM R&D at MilliporeSigma
OVERVIEW

•

Step 2: Use either of two natural DNA

It has been the mandate for MilliporeSigma’s Gene

repair pathways to create desired genetic

Editing and Novel Modalities (GENM) team to advance

change

genetic engineering to enable life-saving therapeutics
that today are not tractable, began Patrick Sullivan.

DNA repair by one of the following two natural
mechanisms determines the nature of the genetic

The GENM team focused on using new gene editing
tools and reagents to regulate gene expression

change at the target locus:
•

and develop new CRISPR intellectual property.
Additionally, it’s used to create new disease models.
The GENM R&D team also develops new products

Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ): is
used for gene disruption

•

Homology dependent repair (HDR): is
used for gene insertion

and processes for viral vector manufacturing and
personalized cell therapy manufacturing.

Prior to the CRISPR system, the gene editing
systems used Meganucleases, ZFN or

MilliporeSigma has a 15-year history in gene

Transcription Activator-Like Eﬀector Nucleases

editing, dating back to 2005, when it launched

(TALEN), explained Sullivan. The challenge with

TargeTron, an RNA-guided bacterial gene knockout

each of these systems is that a new protein needs

system. “In 2012, we and others recognized the

to be designed for each new target site whereas

potential utility in the CRISPR technology,” he

CRISPR uses the same protein and a new guide

explained, with the company being the ﬁrst to

RNA to target a new site. Since it is easier to

introduce a CRISPR product to the research market

design and synthesize new guide RNAs compared

in 2013. To date, it has been granted 28 CRISPR-

to making new proteins, CRISPR technology is

based patents in major markets around the world.

much easier to use and ﬁnd high eﬃciency and
speciﬁc cutters. In addition, the simplicity of

Gene Editing: The Process

CRISPR technology allows researchers to multiplex

There are two key steps to genomic editing using

the CRISPR technology by using multiple guide

any gene editing technology: gene cleavage and

RNAs at the same time to modify multiple genes.

gene repair.
•

Step 1: Cut DNA at the endogenous target

CRISPR is one protein that you can use again. All

locus

you need to do is design a new guide RNA, Sullivan
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explained. “It is almost programable,” he said.

are “low hanging fruit” because many of them are

“This is a true democratization of the technology.”

ex vivo or direct injection into the cell of interest
and are all knock out applications.

The simplicity of CRISPR has led to an increase in
clinical trials, Sullivan added, and a renewed interest

While this is the present state of clinical studies,

in gene therapy development. It has driven academic

Sullivan is very encouraged by a small study by

research to think about therapeutic application as

Edward Stadtmauer and Carl June at the University

an end goal. Cell and gene therapies are applied

of Pennsylvania this year, published in Science.

“closer to the lab,”, directly to the patient unlike

This ambitious study did a CRISPR knock out of

other modalities, he said, and are predominately

three genes and transduction of the transgene.

smaller clinical trials. Once a proof-of-concept has

The study had lots of positives outcomes,

been demonstrated, this is when a biotech or a large

including the T-cell residence time improved from

pharma would come in to run larger trials.

one to two weeks, to three to four months.

There are currently clinical trials being run

TAKEAWAYS

for a variety of indications. However, Sullivan

Can a Universal CRISPR Gene Therapy

remarked that this is “early in the ballgame,” and

Platform be Developed?

the trials, which are still small patient numbers,

MilliporeSigma has developed three CRISPR

Biotech is Driving CRISPR in Translational Research and the Clinic

CRISPR is already being applied to a number of genetic diseases…
Study
phase

Participants
(No., Age)

Company

Interventional

45 patients,
≥18 and ≤35
years of age

Phase 1
Phase 2

Interventional

HBB
HSC-01

Early
Phase 1

AGN-1515
87

Phase 1
Phase 2

Disease

Study title

Strategy

TransfusionDependent
β-thalassemia

A Safety and Eﬃcacy Study
Evaluating CTX001 in Subjects
With Transfusion-Dependent
β-Thalassemia

CTX001

Phase 1
Phase 2

Sickle Cell
Disease

A Safety and Eﬃcacy Study
Evaluating CTX001 in Subjects
With Severe Sickle Cell Disease

CTX001

β-thalassemia

iHSCs With the Gene Correction
of HBB Intervent Subjests With
β-thalassemia Mutations

Leber congenital
amaurosis LCA10

Single Ascending Dose Study in
Participants With LCA10

NCT
Number

Website

Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Incorporated & CRISPR
Therapeutics

NCT03655
678

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT03655678

45 patients,
≥18 and ≤35
years of age

Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Incorporated & CRISPR
Therapeutics

NCT03745
287

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT03745287

Interventional

12 patients,
≥2 and ≤60
years of age

Allife Medical Science &
Technology Co., Ltd.

NCT03728
322

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT03728322

Interventional

18 patients,
≥3 Years

Allergan & Editas
Medicine, Inc.

NCT03872
479

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT03872479

Study type

But it’s early in the ballgame, and this is still the ‘low-hanging fruit’

Data from https://clinicaltrials.gov/

But it’s early in the ballgame, and this is still the ‘low-hanging fruit’

Information Classification: General
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technologies that could circumvent epigenetic

cutting, explained Sullivan, and takes advantage of

variations:

genetic variations to promote high-speciﬁcity cutting.

•
•
•

Proxy-CRISPR, which improves CRISPR
speciﬁcity and activity

The company found that the paired spCas9-CRISPR-

Paired CRISPR Nickases, which improves

nickase RNPs improved cutting eﬃciency in human

CRISPR speciﬁcity and activity

primary T cells, and that CRISPR-chrom, the single

CRISPR-chrom, which improves CRISPR

CRISPR protein format for epigenetic variations,

activity and is simpler than Proxy-CRISPR

used histone-disrupting peptides fused to CRISPR
to improve cutting eﬃciency.

MilliporeSigma found that Proxy-CRISPR:
•
•
•

dCas9 (speciﬁcally dSpCas9) is very good at

Sullivan went on to discuss two more challenges for

moving chromatin out of the way.

CRISPR, application and delivery. For the former,

dSpCas9 can help almost any other CRISPR

developing gene replacement therapies are still

protein access human genomic DNA.

a challenge because most cells use NHEJ as their

Requires paired CRISPR binding, thus

dominate repair pathway.

speciﬁcity is higher.
Delivery challenges exist for all gene therapies,
Proxy-CRISPR can open the chromosome to allow

and CRISPR alone cannot solve this problem, but

Biotech is Driving CRISPR in Translational Research and the Clinic

CRISPR is already being applied to a number of genetic diseases…

But it’s early in the ballgame, and this is still the ‘low-hanging fruit’
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it can use the same delivery technologies as other

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

approaches, said Sullivan.

Besides gene therapy, what other therapy areas
do you envision CRISPR-based therapeutics for?

He concluded by remarking that future CRISPRbased therapeutics may need to be personalized

That is challenging because it is mostly useful in

to account for genetic and epigenetic variations

gene therapy. However, some investigators are

in the patient population. CRISPR delivery is still

looking into using CRISPR technology in diagnostic

a challenge, especially using RNPs for in vivo

applications. Outside of humans, you have animal

applications.

and crop applications.
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A-GENE: Applying Quality By Design
Principles to the Development and
Manufacture of Gene Therapies
Mike Lehmicke, Director of Science and Industry Aﬀairs at Alliance for Regenerative Medicine
OVERVIEW

that “manufacturing is a rate limiting step in the

Mike Lehmicke began by explaining to the

commercialization of regenerative medicines.” The

attendees the basic concept of Quality by

industry is in the process of rapidly scaling up, with

Design (QbD) in terms of manufacturing. It is a

more Phase III trials planned, and more commercial

systematic approach to development that begins

product approvals anticipated. Some products

with predeﬁned objectives and emphasizes

are being held up at the BLA stage due to CMC

product and process understanding as well as

issues, Lehmicke said, even though manufacturing

process control, based on sound science and

technologies and techniques are improving.

quality risk management. “QbD is a structured
process for designing and launching new

TAKEAWAYS

products,” he said, encouraging the audience to

ARM has been working on the A-Gene project

“think with the end in mind” when developing a

for some time, and it is nearing completion.

product and process.

Project A-Gene is a collaborative, case studybased resource presenting best practices in

The concept was designed by Joseph Juran who

implementation of QbD principle in gene therapy.

spent decades, starting in the 1940s and 1950s,

It was produced by a wide consortia of gene

developing these processes which have been

therapy developers, with industry SMEs from

widely accepted by many diﬀerent industries

over 25 companies participating. Project-led and

including the pharmaceutical and medical device

managed by ARM, supported with a grant from

ﬁeld. “However, I think adoption has lagged when

National Institute for Innovation in Manufacturing

it comes to cell and gene therapy,” said Lehmicke.

Biopharmaceuticals (NIIMBL), the ﬁnal resource

The FDA and EMA encourage risk-based

will be made available to the public free of charge.

approaches and the adoption of QbD principles
in drug product development, manufacturing,

The A-Gene project emanated from ARM’s annual

and regulation, he said.

summit, which is focused on key issues in CMC.
The inaugural session of the 2017 summit focused

So why does ARM and its members feel QbD is so

on identifying collaborations that ARM could

important in the production and development of

lead to help the industry advance. Participants

gene therapies, Lehmicke asked, going on to say

recommended that ARM consider the experience
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of the early 2000s mAb industry for guidance.

choose somewhere to start.” He warned that

The monoclonal industry had been plagued by

A-Gene is not a recipe book, or a template for a

heterogenous manufacturing processes, resulting

regulatory submission.

in high costs and tech transfer barriers. It was a
new ﬁeld during scientiﬁc and clinical validation,

A-Gene Overview and Process

with a myriad of new technology developers,

A-Gene was drafted in collaboration across multiple

primarily from academic labs.

stakeholders through small teams. It is made up
of nine chapters, some of which Lehmicke ran

The concept of developing A-Gene was based

through, such as QTPP, risk analysis, and DOE.

on the experience of mAb developers and the
role of A-Mab in addressing challenges 20 years

“We spend a fair amount of time in A-Gene

ago. A-Mab was published in 2009, drafted

talking about the process itself,” he said. “This is

by wide team of CMC thought leaders across

important because we want to provide an example

leading platform developers. It was released

and educate people about Quality by Design,

free of charge to the public, and played a role in

but we also have a lot of new people coming

elevating industry best practices through pre-

into the ﬁeld who may have great experience

competitive idea sharing across organizations,

in biopharmaceuticals, they may already

workforce training support for new hires and re-

understand QbD better than you and I, but they

tasked teams, and introducing requirements and

don’t necessarily understand gene therapy and

expectations in CMC programs to a new audience.

some of the speciﬁc issues around gene therapy
manufacture.” A-Gene breaks out each step of the

Lehmicke said ARM spent a lot of time early in the

upstream process tree into additional details.

process speaking to its member SMEs about what
the scope of the project should be. Gene therapy

An important topic covered in A-Gene is comparability

can be deﬁned in many ways, he said, so it was

and lifecycle management. “Comparability addresses

important to ﬁnd a common thread. They wanted

the question: what happens when your process

the guide to be illustrative without containing

changes?” explained Lehmicke, “And your process will

any proprietary information. “We landed on in

change, that’s one thing I can guarantee you.” When

vivo gene therapy,” he said. “Gene editing, gene

this happens how do you know that your product has

modiﬁed cell therapies, and other cell therapies

not changed? How do you maintain your CQAs?

are out of scope for this document.”
What’s Next?
To tell a cohesive narrative, scope was further

Chapter content is nearing completion. The review

reﬁned to focus on a triple-transfection, HEK293

process has started and will proceed through the

derived AAV for a monogenic therapy, he

summer into early autumn, with an anticipated

explained. “This is not to say that AAV is more

release of autumn 2020. It will be available on

important than lentivirus, lentiviral vectors are

ARM’s website, and there will be an educational

very important in gene therapy, but we had to

rollout including webinars, etc.
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Date: 11OCT2019

Risk Analysis and QbD

Assessors Names:

To reset Line No. if additional rows are inserted, just drag the bottom right corner to the end of the rows you want renumbered and it will automatically update the line number.

1 Affinity Chromatography
2 CIM Q Chromatography
3
Buffer

Parameter

Development Range

Target

Units

Load
Column Load
Formulation

Residence Time
Capacity
Pluronic F68

4 - 10
5 - 11
N/A

7
8
10

minutes
CVs
ppm

4
4
1

1
1
4

1
4
1

E:F Ratio

Process Step

SDS PAGE
Purity

Unit Operation

Aggregation

Line
No.

Yield

Abbreviations:
Examples:Q9 (Quality Risk Management)
Principles
per ICH
Critical Quality Attribute: CQA
Host Cell DNA, E:F
Process Indicator:
PI
Yield, VCD, Viability
Figure
4. Downstream
PRA Examples.

1
10
1

Max of
Rating

Sum of
Rating

4
10
4

7
19
7

Decision Tree for Parameter Classification for Characterized
Parameters Based on Quantitative Data.

17

ADDITIONAL QUESTONS AND COMMENTS

treatments for very small populations or

Why hasn’t anyone attempted anything like this

populations larger than 10,000 doses. Do

before?

you think the A-Gene project will be able to
help it become less costly for gene therapy

ARM was uniquely positioned, although we do not

developers?

have the internal expertise to write a document like
this. We do, through our membership, and we were

Yes, I do. The ways you use it might change

in a unique and fortunate position to be able to

depending on the scale of the product you’re

bring together a lot of thought leaders.

producing, whether it’s ultra-rare or more
than 10,000, but I think the principles still

Manufacturing cost for gene therapies is a

apply. Importantly, if you think about cost, one

prime challenge for the sector, particularly

signiﬁcant cost is if you lose a lot because of
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problems during the manufacturing process and
in traditional non-QBD approaches, you rely on
testing that’s done at the end of the process, or
release criteria. And while those are important, it
is too late to be looking at the process. So, if QbD
is eﬀectively applied, it can address that issue,
and that issue is even more important if you are
making a lot for one person than it is for many.
Is the A-Gene project team having
conversations with regulators like the FDA?
We interact with the FDA regularly and have a good
relationship. Outside of the context of the guidance
and speciﬁcally A-Gene, the FDA is not able to
formally comment on a document like this, however
it has expressed an interest in reading it. We have
committed to providing a copy of the regulatory
chapter during the review process. I am hopeful
that it will lead to further dialog and common
understanding with the FDA about best practices,
which in time should lead to some better CMC
guidance for industry.
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